Hydrogen peroxide tooth-whitening (bleaching) products: review of adverse effects and safety issues.
Hydrogen peroxide in the form of carbamide peroxide is widely used for tooth whitening (bleaching), both in professionally- and in self-administered products. Adverse effects have become evident. Cervical root resorption is a possible consequence of internal bleaching and is more frequently observed in teeth treated with the thermo-catalytic procedure. Tooth sensitivity is experienced in 15-78% of patients undergoing external tooth bleaching. However, clinical studies addressing other adverse effects are lacking. Direct contact with hydrogen peroxide induces genotoxic effects in bacteria and cultured epithelial cells, but the effect is reduced or totally abolished in the presence of metabolising enzymes. Several carcinogenesis studies, including the hamster cheek pouch model, indicate that hydrogen peroxide (H(2)O(2)) might possibly act as a promoter. Until further clinical research is concluded to address the question of possible carcinogenicity, it is recommended that: tooth-bleaching products using concentrated H(2)O(2) should not be used without gingival protection; that H(2)O(2) containing products should be avoided in patients with damaged or diseased soft tissues. For nightguard vital bleaching, minimal amounts of low dose H(2)O(2) (including in the form of carbamide peroxide) are preferred, thereby avoiding prolonged and concentrated exposures.